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1. Short answer type: [5 x 5 = 25]

a) Explain the materialized view of data warehouses.
b) Differentiate between 0 AP and OLTP.
c) What do you mean by s bject oriented, integrated, time variant and non volatile

collection of data in dat warehousing?
d) Differentiate between cl sification and clustering.
e) What are the advantages of star schema? Explain.

2. a) What are the differen data extraction and data cleaning techniques? Explain. [5]
b) Discuss the data wareho e architecture with all its components. [7.5]

3. a) What is metadata? E lain. [2.5)
b) What are data marts? H w they are different from traditional data ware houses?[2.5)

c) What is multidimension I data model? Explain. [7.5]

4. a) What are the features of snowflake schema? What is fact constellation? (7.5]
b) What are the necessary teps to cluster large databases? Explain. [5]

5. a) Explain the followin [7.5]
i) MOLAP ii) OLAP iii) HOLAP
b) How multidimensional odel be represented in a relational databases? Explain.[5]

•••
6. a) What do you mean b knowledge discovery process? [5)

b) Write down the differe t steps for design and implementationofOLAP models.(7.5]

7. a) What is a decision tr e? Where they can be used? [5]
b) How OLAP is implem ted in query languages? Explain with example. [7.5]

8. a) Explain various data mining techniques. [5J
b) Explain the following t nns: [7.5J
i) drill down ii) 011 up iii) slice and dice
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(b) Give the state variable matrices as

L!!~ [_°2: _13]..11 ~ ~]. f:~[- 2 -11· D ~ [IJ. Find the corresponding

systerh function H(z). (2)

(c) Explaini briefly th sampling techniques; the impulse sampling, the

natural! top sam ling and the flat top sampling. Give circuits how

these are realized. Also, explain the merits and demerits of each of

these ~~fhniques. (6.5)

(3)

(3)

currentfiltersmaximum -phaseand

into the form H(z)=Hmin(Z).Hall(Z).Where

for bilinear transformation connecting s-domain

Show. the mapping of points In s-domain to z-

(6.5)

Invariant Response, transform the analog filter

Hmin(Z)is a minim

(a) Derive the relatio

and the z-domai

domain.

(b) By using Impuls

b
Ho(s) = ( )2 b2 to H(z).

s+a +

(c) Defme minimu phase

(1-lz-I)6 5z-l)

H(z)~ (I-~Z-} ~Z')
m phase and H~lI(z)is an all pass filter.

UNIT-III

(a) Design a linear p ase FIR filter, given the desired frequency response

. , {e- j4w - /6 :$ w :$ 7r /6 .
Hd(ej(~):= Use Hann WIndow. Determine the

o otherwise

response h(n) for e causal design. (8.5)

(b) Realize! the syst m function as cascade, parallel and canonic
-I

z
structu:t:"es, given (z) = . (4)

(1 1 -1)(1 1 -1)( 1 -I)-(jz -3z 1-2z
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UNIT-IV

(a) Design a digital B tte"rworth filter, meeting the specifications:-

Password 0.8 :$IH e'W)I:$1 0.77rlwl:$ 7r
use bilinear transformation

stop band IH(ejw:$ 0.21 0 :$Iwl:$ 0.2;r

and take T=1. (8)

(b)Give the frequenc transformation to transform a lowpass filter: with

pass bahd 0 to B to a high pass filter, with pass band wp to J(. Derive
, p

the vaftie of a in erms of Bp and Wp. (4.5)

(a) For a b lite leng Register with b+1 bits and the roundingoff as the

quanclz!tion me od, fmd the .. (4)

(i) meH me of th quantization error e(n),

(ii)Vanance (1'.2 of the quantization error e(n).
; t, .

(b) Ifthe'~Bdveerr6f·signalis·pa.ssed through a digital system hen). What

wouldlbb,the me andvariance of the output sequence? (4)

(c) For a ta!ndom se ence·x(n); how do we compute its Power Spectruni

Density 1 (PSD)? ' ssume" the random process as stationary and is

ergodic in the firs and second moments. (4.5)
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